[Latency of Evoked Potentials in the Tasks Involving Classification of Images after Wavelet Filtration.]
We studied the characteristics of evoked potentials recorded during the recognition test based on four types of series of images subjected to the wavelet filtration: images of living objects containing either low frequency or high frequency portion of the spatial frequency spectrum, and imaging of non-living objects in the same two spatial frequency bands. Each subject had to classify the image either by its semantic feature (live-not live), or by its physical feature (low-high frequency). The purpose of this study was to compare the time characteristics of evoked potentials in these two types of tasks, which provides information on the time characteristics of categorization mechanisms of visual images. Analysis of the latent periods and amplitudes of the components of evoked potentials enabled to detect the occipital areas of the leads where the early components (up to 170 ms) are associated with spatial and frequency characteristics of the image, the frontal and temporal areas where the components of 170-200 ms correspond with the process of categorization, and the later frontal, central and parietal areas (300-500 ms) correspond with the process of error detection and the organization of motor response.